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SUMMARY

On 25 September 2017, the government of the autonomous Region of Kurdistan in
Iraq, under its president, Masoud Barzani, organised a referendum on independence,
disregarding calls by the Iraqi central government and the international community
to postpone it. The referendum was held in the Kurdistan Region's constituencies and
also in the neighbouring 'disputed' territories, in particular the oil-rich area of Kirkuk,
which have de facto if not legally been governed by the Kurdish authorities since the
moment they were recaptured from ISIL/Da'esh.

Even though the 'yes' side has won, it is by no means certain that a Kurdish state will
emerge in the near future. Such a state would be weakened by internal divisions and
poor economic conditions. In addition, Syria, Turkey and Iran strongly condemned the
referendum and have taken retaliatory action. Among other considerations, they are
worried that an independent Kurdish state would encourage their own Kurdish
populations to seek greater autonomy. However, the prospect of a Greater Kurdistan
is remote, since the regional Kurdish landscape is dominated by the PKK (Kurdistan
Workers' Party) and its affiliate parties, which do not share the Iraqi Kurdish leaders'
ideology or strategic alliances.

Concerned by the fragmentation of the Middle East, the EU, the USA, Russia, and most
of the region's powers other than Israel, disapproved of the referendum, which took
place in the context of the ongoing fight against ISIL/Da'esh, and called for
negotiations within the existing Iraqi borders.

This briefing updates Regional implications of Iraqi Kurdistan's quest for
independence, EPRS, December 2016.

In this briefing:
 Who are the Kurds?
 The current status of Iraqi Kurdistan
 Was the referendum legal?
 The next steps
 International reactions
 EU position
 Further reading
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Who are the Kurds?
The Kurds are the Middle East's fourth-largest ethnic group. While they mostly belong to
the Sunni branch of Islam,1 they have a strong cultural identity and traditions that are
distinct from those of Sunni Arabs. Their aspiration for a state of their own never
materialised, because it has never served the geopolitical interests of the great powers,
and because political divisions among the Kurds themselves prevented them from taking
focused action. Kurds mostly live in communities in isolated mountainous areas;2 political
parties often have a local area of influence and vie to keep or extend it, but none enjoys
support across all Kurdish areas. After World War I, Kurd-inhabited areas were split
between several countries (see Map 1). Nowadays, most of the 30 million Kurds live in
the border areas of Iraq (5.5 million Kurds, of a total of 32.6 million Iraqis), Turkey
(14.7 million Kurds, of a total of 81.6 million inhabitants), Iran (8.1 million Kurds of a total
of 80.8 million inhabitants) and Syria (1.7 million Kurds, of a total of 18 million
inhabitants).3 In each of these four countries, Kurds have been subject to various levels
of discrimination, which have triggered rebellion and repression.

Map 1 – Iraq: Kurdistan Region and 'disputed territories'; Middle East: Kurdish population and
proposed 'Greater Kurdistan'

Sources: ETH, 2014; USIP, 2011; Institut kurde de Paris & University of Columbia, 1998 (after Vox.com).

What is the current status of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq?
Following the toppling of Iraq's President, Saddam Hussein, the United States exercised
direct influence on the drafting of the country's new constitution of 2005. The Kurdistan
Region of Iraq (also called Iraqi Kurdistan, KRI for short, with Erbil as its capital city) was
given considerable autonomy as a reward for its role in helping to oust the dictator. Iraqi
Kurdistan is the only recognised Iraqi 'region', and it has its own government, parliament
(see Figure 1), judicial powers and security forces. It has a draft constitution that has not

http://www.edmaps.com/html/kurdistan_in_seven_maps.html
http://www.edmaps.com/html/kurdistan_in_seven_maps.html
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/fikraforum/view/who-to-blame-for-the-absence-of-a-kurdish-state-after-sykes-picot
https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/schrodingers-kurds-transnational-kurdish-geopolitics-age-shifting-borders
https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/schrodingers-kurds-transnational-kurdish-geopolitics-age-shifting-borders
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/08/10/sykes-picot-treaty-of-sevres-modern-turkey-middle-east-borders-turkey/
http://www.cfr.org/middle-east-and-north-africa/time-kurds/p36547
https://icr.ethz.ch/data/epr/
http://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/PW69_final.pdf
https://cdn0.vox-cdn.com/assets/4396023/kurdistan_crop.jpg
http://www.lse.ac.uk/middleEastCentre/publications/Paper-Series/SaadJawad.pdf
https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Iraq_2005?lang=en
http://www.pennstatelawreview.org/articles/114/114 Penn St. L. Rev. 707.pdf
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yet been ratified by a popular vote. Despite Iraqi Kurdistan's broad autonomy, the federal
government retains exclusive powers, in particular in foreign policy and the distribution
of oil revenues. Iraqi Kurdish leaders wish to unravel their ties with Iraq, and consider
autonomy as a first step towards independence. Since 2014, the Iraqi Kurdistan regional
government (the KRG) had been declaring that it was preparing a referendum on
independence. The referendum finally took place on 25 September 2017.

Iraqi provinces neighbouring the Kurdistan Region are still disputed between Iraq's
federal government and the Kurdish regional government. Many Kurds live in these
territories, but Arabs and Turkmen also make up a large proportion of their populations.
The absence of a census since 1957 and several waves of resettlement ('arabisation' and
'kurdification') mean that population shares in these territories are not known. Almost all
of these territories are now de facto under Kurdish rule, since Kurdish troops, the
'Peshmerga' – which are also divided along the lines of the Kurdistan Democratic Party /
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan political rivalry (See Figure 1) – retook them from ISIL/Da'esh.

Figure 1 – Kurdistan Region of Iraq: main political parties; regional parliament and government
Political parties
The main parties in the Kurdistan Parliament are:

- The Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP, Partiya Demokrat a Kurdistanê), led by Masoud Barzani,
draws its main support from Dohuk and Erbil. It has fought for independence since 1946 and favours
a free-market economy.

- The Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK, Yekîtiya Nîştimanî ya Kurdistanê) was led by Jalal Talabani
until his death in October 2017. Having split from the KDP in 1975, its main base is in the area of
Suleymanyia. It has a leftist political stance and is a member of the Socialist International. The KDP
and PUK made divergent strategic alliances before uniting against Saddam Hussein in 2002.

- Gorran, the Movement for Change (Bzutinewey Gorran) is led by Neshirvan Mustafa and was formed
in 2009 by former PUK members to challenge the power-sharing arrangement between the PUK and
the KDP. Its main support base is in Suleymanyia and Kirkuk.

- Political Islam is also represented by small parties, including Islamic Union and Islamic Brotherhood,
in the Iraqi Kurdistan Parliament, but is still in the minority. Proponents have a conservative stance
on social issues, and fight for a less secular and less presidential political system.

The Kurdistan Parliament in Iraq

Picture by Zirguezi (CC0 public domain, 2014).

The Kurdistan Parliament in Iraq is elected every four years by
popular vote (last election: 2013).

KDP Seats: 38

Gorran 24

PUK 18

Islamic Union 10

Islamic
Brotherhood

6

Other 4

(R) Reserved for minorities
(Turkmen, Assyrian, Armenian)

11

The Kurdistan regional government (KRG)
The KRG is a coalition government, in which the main parliamentary parties are represented. The KDP
and PUK used to share ministerial and high official positions; but since 2013, when Gorran won more
votes than the PUK in the parliamentary elections, power-sharing arrangements have been difficult. A
government could not be formed until June 2014, when Barzani's nephew (KDP) was appointed prime
minister, Talabani's son (PUK) nominated deputy prime minister, and Gorran given ministerial portfolios.

Main sources: Rubin Center, 2013, Kurdistan regional government, 2017.

http://cabinet.gov.krd/a/d.aspx?s=040000&l=12&a=51812
http://www.rudaw.net/english/kurdistan/070620171
http://www.usip.org/publications/iraqs-disputed-territories
https://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/iq350a.pdf
http://time.com/3182347/kurds-sunni-arabs-iraq-isis-erbil/
http://iswresearch.blogspot.be/2016/10/iraq-control-of-terrain-map-october-7.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-28738975
http://www.rubincenter.org/2013/08/the-main-kurdish-political-parties-in-iran-iraq-syria-and-turkey-a-research-guide/
http://www.kdp.info/
http://www.pukonline.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/oct/04/jalal-talabani-obituary
http://www.socialistinternational.org/viewArticle.cfm?ArticlePageID=931
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-15467672
http://gorran.net/En/Content.aspx?LinkID=137&Action=2
http://www.lesclesdumoyenorient.com/L-islam-politique-au-Kurdistan.html
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/44/Iraqi_Kurdistan_parliamentary_election_2013_results_+_minorities.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iraqi_Kurdistan_parliamentary_election_2013_results_%2B_minorities.svg
http://www.perlemanikurdistan.com/uploads/About-the-Parliament.pdf
http://cabinet.gov.krd/p/page.aspx?l=12&s=030000&r=314&p=389&h=1
http://studies.aljazeera.net/en/reports/2014/07/2014723135044457571.htm
http://www.rubincenter.org/2013/08/the-main-kurdish-political-parties-in-iran-iraq-syria-and-turkey-a-research-guide/
http://cabinet.gov.krd/
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Was the referendum legal?
The legality of the referendum has been a controversial issue. President Barzani said
discussions with the Iraqi government had taken place regarding the referendum.
However, an agreement was never reached. While Iraq's prime minister denounced the
referendum as 'unconstitutional', the Iraqi Constitution does not explicitly prevent the
Iraqi Kurdistan authorities from consulting their constituencies.4 According to the
Kurdistan regional government, the Iraqi federal government's alleged violations of the
Iraqi Constitution and of Kurdish rights5 allow the Kurdistan Region to trigger its right of
self-determination under international law.

What is more questionable is the territorial scope of the referendum. The poll took place
in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq provinces but also in the 'disputed territories', which are
administered by the Kurdistan regional government, but are not officially part of the
Kurdistan Region. The inhabitants of the disputed territories should have been consulted
on whether they wished to be part of the Kurdistan Region or to be governed by a
different entity. According to Article 140 of the Iraqi Constitution, this consultation should
have occurred no later than 2007, but the Iraqi government failed to carry it out.

On the Kurdish side, most political parties (see Figure 1) publicly support independence.
Even the PUK, a long-standing rival of Barzani's party, backed the referendum. Some
opponents nevertheless challenged the timing of the referendum. They considered it was
aimed at restoring Barzani's contested legitimacy, even though he had pledged to step
down once independence had been achieved. The main opposition party, Gorran, called
for the referendum to be postponed (#No4Now campaign). Gorran also boycotted the
session of the Kurdistan Parliament in Iraq (KPI), which approved the referendum – it was
the first time the KPI met after a two-year recess due to political strife.6

Disputes over Kirkuk and oil

The Kirkuk area is one of the main disputed territories. Non-Kurdish parties, in particular
Turkmen, who consider Kirkuk their historic capital, are afraid they will be side-lined or
discriminated against by a Kurdish power. Shia militias also threatened military action against the
vote.

Iraq has no intention of abandoning the province of Kirkuk, since it holds one of the biggest
oilfields in the country, representing 10 % of Iraq's oil reserves. Iraqi Kurds already control some
of Kirkuk's wells and pipelines, and in 2014 brokered an oil deal with Turkey, bypassing the Iraqi
government. Iraqi Kurdistan and the federal government are arguing over the distribution of oil
revenues.1 In the run-up to the battle of Mosul against ISIL/Da'esh, a 50/50 sharing of Kirkuk oil
revenues was agreed, allegedly brokered by the USA. This agreement will probably lapse, but the
federal government is currently not in a position to retake control of the Kirkuk fields.

The next steps
Outcome of the referendum
In the evening of 25 September, the Kurdish electoral commission declared that more
than three quarters of the 6 million eligible voters in Iraq and from the diaspora had cast
their votes, either at polling stations or over the internet. Some international observers
were present, mostly in a personal capacity; the EU did not send an electoral observation
mission. The vote was reportedly carried out without major incident, but a curfew had
been imposed on Kirkuk, over fears of unrest among the non-Kurdish populations.

The ballot papers read, Do you want the Kurdistan Region and Kurdistani [sic] areas
outside the [Kurdistan] Region to become an independent country? According to the Iraqi

http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/an-iraqi-kurdish-independence-referendum/
http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/f4a2f800-826d-45da-8866-443d35ddc107/%E2%80%98Kurds-broke-taboo-in-Iraq--discussed-independence-with-Baghdad%E2%80%99
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-iraq-kurds-abadi/iraqi-pm-abadi-says-kurdish-independence-referendum-unconstitutional-idUSKCN1BN2FK
http://cabinet.gov.krd/uploads/documents/2017/Constitutional_violations_Sept_24_2017.pdf
http://cabinet.gov.krd/uploads/documents/2017/Constitutional_violations_Sept_24_2017.pdf
http://www.usip.org/publications/iraqs-disputed-territories
https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Iraq_2005?lang=en
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-15467672
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2016/02/kurdish-referendum-barzani-political-survival-iraq-160204111835869.html
http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2016/03/turkey-iraq-syria-kurds-massoud-barzani-interview.html
http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2016/03/turkey-iraq-syria-kurds-massoud-barzani-interview.html
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/iraqi-kurds-opposing-independence-vote-face-threats-mistrust-2068953924
http://cabinet.gov.krd/p/page.aspx?l=12&s=030000&r=317&p=229&h=1
http://unpo.org/downloads/1300.pdf
http://time.com/4954584/kurdish-referendum-vote-kirkuk-unrest/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/19/curfew-imposed-iraqi-city-kirkuk-before-kurdish-independence-vote
http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/security/2014/08/kirkuk-kurdistan-region-oil-economy-iraq-government.html
http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/security/2014/08/kirkuk-kurdistan-region-oil-economy-iraq-government.html
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/turkey-and-iraqs-kurds-agree-50-year-energy-deal-112046143
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-usa-mosul-exclusive-idUSKCN12314Z
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-kurd-referendum/turnout-high-as-iraqi-kurds-defy-threats-to-hold-independence-vote-idUSKCN1C00CV
http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/158d5905-0024-496c-ac37-d3a4f2f1ece4
https://webrootsdemocracy.org/2017/09/04/diaspora-kurds-vote-online-referendum/
http://www.rudaw.net/english/kurdistan/260920172
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-41394439
http://ceip.org/2g3E2Lu
http://www.khec.krd/dreje_about_en.aspx?jimare=314
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Kurdistan electoral commission, more than 92 % of voters answered 'Yes'. Despite its
wording, the referendum will not directly result in a declaration of independence. Neither
the Iraqi Constitution nor Iraqi Kurdistan's draft constitution provides for the possibility
of legal secession. President Barzani is expecting the outcome of the referendum will be
an asset to negotiate independence with Baghdad within two years. However, the Iraqi
government has declared it considers the vote null and void, and that it will not hold talks
on the basis of its results. The Iraqi government has already suspended commercial flights
to Kurdish airports, and has threatened military action in the 'disputed territories' and on
Turkey's and Iran's borders with Iraqi Kurdistan.

Moreover, an independent Kurdistan would have to face many issues.

Political situation
The Iraqi Kurdistan government will have to enforce its legitimacy: the president of the
Kurdistan Region is supposed to be elected by popular vote, but contrary to expectations,
such an election did not take place in 2015. Furthermore, Barzani has stayed in power
without having been re-elected by a popular vote, or even being officially reappointed by
the parliament.7 As a result, the region is divided among local powers, as Kurdish parties
have retreated to their respective strongholds. The next parliamentary and presidential
elections are expected to take place in November 2017.

Economic situation
Iraqi Kurdistan's economy has been put under strain by the Syrian conflict and the fight
against ISIL/Da'esh. The region hosts more than 1.5 million Syrian refugees and displaced
Iraqis.8 Oil revenues represent more than 90 % of the Iraqi central and Kurdish regional
budgets. The Kurdish regional government estimates it holds 45 billion barrels of oil
reserves; according to the International Energy Agency, however, these reserves would
amount to no more than 4 billion barrels if the disputed territories were not included in
the calculation. Without Kirkuk, the economic viability of an independent Kurdistan
would be at stake.

International situation
The referendum, or at least its timing, has been widely condemned by foreign states and
international institutions. At present, an independent Kurdistan risks being diplomatically
isolated.

International reactions
Neighbouring countries
Kurdish geopolitics is quite complex. The fight against ISIL/Da'esh and the civil war in
Syria, which have blurred the borders and destabilised central governments, have
contributed to the empowerment of the Kurdish movements, armed by the anti-
ISIL/Da'esh coalition. At the same time, the referendum has triggered retaliation
measures from the countries bordering Iraqi Kurdistan, over fears of a spill-over effect on
their Kurdish populations. Landlocked Iraqi Kurdistan is much dependent on Iraq, Turkey,
Iran and Syria, which are currently all opposed to its independence. Moreover, the advent
of a 'Greater Kurdistan' is hampered by factional conflicts: Iraq's Kurdistan Democratic
Party (KDP) and Turkey's Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) are vying for supremacy over the
Kurdish territories, spread across no fewer than four sovereign states (see Map 1).

Turkey
Renewed violence between the PKK and the Turkish government put Iraqi Kurds' kinship
solidarity at odds with their strategic alliance. The Kurds of Iraq and Turkey have fought

http://www.rudaw.net/english/kurdistan/270920174
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/markaz/2017/09/19/the-kurdish-referendum-wont-deliver-independence-heres-why-it-matters-anyway/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/22/masoud-barzani-on-the-kurdish-referendum-iraq-we-refuse-to-be-subordinates
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-41440747
https://www.voanews.com/a/kirkuk-tensions-rise-as-neither-irbil-baghdad-back-down-/4046912.html
https://www.apnews.com/ea0042d451074377b143c683697520c9/The-Latest:-Iraqis-reach-Turkey's-border-with-Kurdish-region
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/25/historic-referendum-on-independence-leaves-iraqi-kurds-polarised
http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/1bc9f10e-9a31-4c8e-b0f6-45da7e38a08f/Kurdistan%E2%80%99s-Electoral-Commission--Presidential--parliamentary-elections-will-be-held-Nov--2017
http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/1bc9f10e-9a31-4c8e-b0f6-45da7e38a08f/Kurdistan%E2%80%99s-Electoral-Commission--Presidential--parliamentary-elections-will-be-held-Nov--2017
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/21637/9781464805486.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/599387/EPRS_BRI(2017)599387_EN.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?iso=IRQ
https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?iso=IRQ
https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/schrodingers-kurds-transnational-kurdish-geopolitics-age-shifting-borders
https://www.crisisgroup.org/middle-east-north-africa/gulf-and-arabian-peninsula/iraq/arming-iraq-s-kurds-fighting-inviting-conflict
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2015/06/magazine-dreams-kurdistan-150625093200072.html
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/irans-warming-relations-with-the-pkk-could-destabilize-the-krg
http://www.cfr.org/global/global-conflict-tracker/p32137
http://rudaw.net/english/kurdistan/210920162
http://rudaw.net/english/kurdistan/210920162
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together against ISIL/Da'esh, but Barzani has kept a firm stance against the PKK, notably
because the latter has gained influence in Iraq and supremacy in Syria's Kurdistan.
Turkey's Kurds do not enjoy the same autonomy as their Iraqi brethren, although reforms
in the 2000s have progressively lifted the ban on the use of the Kurdish language. In
contrast, Iraqi Kurdistan and Turkey have developed close economic ties: Turkey is the
main supplier of goods to the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and has allowed KRG to export oil
through Turkish pipelines, outraging both the Iraqi government and the PKK. Despite this
relationship, Turkey fears a Kurdish state would encourage Kurdish insurgency in its own
territory and also wants to placate the Iraqi Turkmen community. After the referendum,
Turkey threatened Iraqi Kurdistan with economic and military retaliation.

Syria
In Syria, successive regimes resettled Syrian Kurds on a massive scale in different parts of
the country or deprived them of their Syrian nationality. Since the beginning of the civil
war, Kurdish forces defending the northern territories against ISIL/Da'esh have been able
to set up de facto autonomous Kurdish provinces, under the collective name of 'Rojava',
or 'Western Kurdistan'. A power-sharing deal was agreed in 2012 between the Kurdistan
National Council – a shallow coalition of Syrian Kurdish parties backed by Iraqi Kurdistan
– and the PYD (Partiya Yekîtiya Demokrat, Syria's Kurdish Democratic Union Party), but
was never applied. In the meantime, the PYD and affiliated armed forces have taken
control of most Syrian Kurdish areas. The Syrian government rejected the independence
referendum, even though it is unlikely that Syrian Kurds would join forces with Iraqi
Kurdistan to claim independence. The PYD is accused by both the KRG and Turkey of being
an affiliate of the PKK, and is more focused on trying to enforce its autonomy within Syria
for a post-ISIL/Da'esh era.

Iran
The Iranian government opposed the Iraqi Kurdish referendum and closed its aerial
border with the KRI at the request of Iraq. Iran is influential in Iraq and is trying to prevent
a secession of the Kurdish region, mainly in order to counter Saudi Arabia's influence in
Sunni Kurdistan.

Most of Iran's Kurds are based in the Zagros Mountains, in the south-west of the country
(see Map 1). Iran's Kurds have no specific political rights or representation and are also
discriminated against as Sunnis. President Rouhani has promoted some cultural reforms,
but the Iranian regime also brutally represses Kurdish upheavals. Iranian Kurdish fighters
from the PJAK (Partiya Jiyana Azad a Kurdistanê, Kurdistan Free Life Party, considered an
affiliate of PKK) are based in Iraqi Kurdistan, but their cause is not supported by the KRG.

International community
Iraqi Kurds had expected their claim for independence to be supported, given that
Kurdish fighters had been a reliable ally of the Coalition against ISIL/Da'esh – more
effective, by some accounts, than the Iraqi security forces. However, in the current
context, with the notable exception of Israel, the international community is reluctant to
back the creation of a new state in the region, and regional autonomy within the existing
borders is the preferred option for the main international players. Further fragmentation
of the Middle East might add to instability and would not guarantee respect for minority
rights: the KRG is considered an example of religious tolerance in the region, but it is
accused of discrimination by non-Kurdish minorities. The UN Security Council issued a
statement on 21 September 2017 arguing that the KRG's plans 'to unilaterally hold a

http://uk.businessinsider.com/kurds-are-divided-2015-7?r=US&IR=T
http://www.iai.it/sites/default/files/gte_wp_12.pdf
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/kurdistan-turkey.htm
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/turkey-and-the-krg-signs-of-booming-economic-ties-infographic
https://emam.revues.org/1035
http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Kurdistan-Oil-Exports-Revenue-Hits-US328M-In-September.html
http://www.voanews.com/a/iraq-seeks-arbitration-in-dispute-with-turkey-over-kurdish-oil-sale/1923074.html
http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/8cfac8e0-3dcd-431d-a587-45e4b5cf0d62/KRG-to-PKK--stop-sabotaging-pipeline
http://www.dailysabah.com/diplomacy/2016/06/03/turkey-only-state-willing-to-protect-turkmen-rights-says-iraqi-turkmen-front-mp
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-kurds-referendum-turke/we-have-the-tap-turkeys-erdogan-threatens-oil-flow-from-iraqs-kurdish-area-idUSKCN1C018V
http://minorityrights.org/minorities/kurds-5/
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/67515/1/Rojavaat4.pdf
http://carnegieendowment.org/2012/09/25/syria-s-kurds-must-seek-regional-cooperation/dwgl?reloadFlag=1
http://www.arab-reform.net/en/node/1023
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-kurds-referendum-syria/damascus-rejects-iraqi-kurdish-independence-referendum-idUSKCN1C00SV
http://warontherocks.com/2016/09/turkeys-kurdish-red-line-in-syria-and-the-fight-against-isil/
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-kurds/damascus-says-syrian-kurdish-autonomy-negotiable-report-idUSKCN1C10TJ?il=0
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/iran/2017-09-26/iran-and-kurds
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2017/09/25/Iran-closes-border-with-Iraqi-Kurdistan.html
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2017/09/25/Iran-closes-border-with-Iraqi-Kurdistan.html
https://epthinktank.eu/2016/05/10/iraq-iran-relations-following-the-nuclear-deal/
http://studies.aljazeera.net/en/reports/2016/04/160420105055207.html
http://studies.aljazeera.net/en/reports/2016/04/160420105055207.html
http://www.unpo.org/downloads/321.pdf
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referendum' could weaken the fight against ISIL/Da'esh. The United Nations Assistance
Mission for Iraq did not provide support for the referendum, nor did it deploy observers.

United States
The United States has long been a supporter of the Kurdish cause. The KRG has an office
in Washington 'which acts as an embassy of sorts' and has direct diplomatic relations with
the White House. In the fight against ISIL/Da'esh, the USA provided direct aid to Kurdish
fighters. However, the US government is officially opposed to Kurdish independence and
favours Iraq's unity. The White House stated officially that it did not support the
referendum.

Russia
Russia did not call for the postponement of the Kurdish referendum, but issued a
statement supporting the territorial integrity of the countries in the region. Moscow has
long made strategic alliances with the Kurds: although it has more apparent links with
Syrian Kurds, Russia has also delivered arms to Iraqi Kurds to support their fight against
ISIL/Da'esh, and a Russian state oil company is investing massively in Iraqi Kurdistan.
Some experts see it as a competition with the USA and Turkey in the area.

Israel
Moving against the tide but remaining consistent with previous positions, Israel's prime
minister has endorsed the Kurdish referendum. Israel and the Iraqi Kurds have had
relations since the mid-1960s, then linked by their opposition to the Iraqi state, now by
their common need to contain the advance of ISIL/Da'esh. There are also economic
considerations: Israel imports a large part of its oil from the Kurdistan Region of Iraq
(19 million barrels between May and mid-August 2015, corresponding to 77 % of Israeli
needs at the time). Revenues from these sales in turn finance the Peshmerga. The KRG's
links with Israel, however, complicate its quest for support from other countries in the
region.

EU position
The KRG, which has an office in Brussels, is considered an
important interlocutor for the EU regional strategy in Iraq and
Syria, in particular for the delivery of EU aid to refugees and
for the fight against ISIL/Da'esh. In 2014, the EU Council
approved the delivery of weapons to the Kurdish troops by
some Member States, 'with the consent of the Iraqi national
authorities'.

At the same time, the EU remains committed to Iraq's unity.
The EU External Action Service spokesperson 'regret[ted]' that
the referendum had been held and called for a 'mutually
agreed solution within the framework of the Iraqi
Constitution'.

The European Parliament has
raised concerns about Iraqi
minorities, including the Kurds, on
several occasions. Parliament has
also encouraged cooperation with
the Kurdish forces in the fight
against ISIL/Da'esh. In July 2014,
Parliament 'took note' of the
announcement of a referendum for
independence, and called for
respect for non-Kurdish populations
in the process.
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Endnotes
1 With the exception of Yazidi, Shia Failis, and Shabaks.
2 Kurds do not speak a common language: some speak only the language of their home country, and there are several

Kurdish dialects (mainly Sorani, written largely in a Perso-Arabic script, and Kurmanji, written largely in Latin script).
3 Council on Foreign Relations estimates, based on CIA World Factbook 2014.
4 Article 115 of the Iraqi Constitution states that 'All powers not stipulated in the exclusive powers of the federal

government belong to the authorities of the regions [...]. With regard to other powers shared between the federal
government and the regional government, priority shall be given to the law of the regions [...].'

5 According to the KRG, 'half of the articles in the Constitution [of Iraq] have been violated or have not had the requisite
legislation passed to give them force. [...]. What matters is the manifest failure to make Iraq a functioning federation,
and a functioning rights-respecting democracy. That is what accounts for Kurdistan's right to determine in this
referendum that the voluntary union of 2005 has been irreparably damaged, and therefore must be dissolved.'. (The
Constitutional Case for Kurdistan's Independence, accessed 1/10/2017).

6 The reasons for the deadlock lie in the current position of Masoud Barzani, the president of the Kurdistan Region. A
presidential election should have taken place in 2015, but could not be held because of the fight against ISIL/Da'esh.
Barzani remained in power, although the opposition refused to approve the extension of his mandate, unless more
power was given to the parliament. The unrest extended to governmental level. In October 2015, ministers from
Gorran were ousted and the Parliament's speaker (Youssef Muhammad, Gorran) was barred from entering Erbil.

7 See note 6.
8 'In early 2015, the total number of refugees and IDPs [Internally Displaced Persons] added up to 1.5 million in KRI

[Kurdistan Region of Iraq].' in The Kurdistan Region of Iraq: Assessing the Economic and Social Impact of the Syrian
Conflict and Isis, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank, 2015).
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